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NEW QUESTION: 1
Wie kÃ¶nnen Sie eine Bewertung basierend auf einer
KostenschÃ¤tzung in einer kalkulationsbasierten
RentabilitÃ¤tsanalyse erstellen? (WÃ¤hlen Sie drei aus)
A. Durch Zuordnung der Kalkulationsvariante zur

Bewertungsvariante.
B. Durch Zuweisen des KalkulationsschlÃ¼ssels zu Wertefeldern.
C. Durch Zuweisen der Kalkulationsvariante im
KalkulationsschlÃ¼ssel.
D. Durch Zuweisen des KalkulationsschlÃ¼ssels zu Produkten.
E. Durch Zuweisen des KalkulationsschlÃ¼ssels zu Materialtypen.
Answer: C,D,E

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which of the following description of the area with a small
radius and few concurrent users is correct? (Multiple choice)
A. When planning the coverage of residential households, the AP
placement location should be selected reasonably to take into
account the wireless signal coverage of each room.
B. Such areas generally have a radius of less than 60m, and
there are not many users connected.
C. Generally speaking, one AP can meet the requirements of
wireless signal coverage and the number of users in such areas.
The key is to select the appropriate AP installation location
and installation method.
D. Generally speaking, small meeting rooms, bars, cafes,
residential homes, etc. belong to this type of area.
Answer: A,B,C,D

NEW QUESTION: 3
A SysOps Administrator has been able to consolidate multiple,
secure websites onto a single server, and each site is running
on a different port. The Administrator now wants to start a
duplicate server in a second Availability Zone and put both
behind a load balancer for high availability.
What would be the command line necessary to deploy one of the
sites' certificates to the load balancer?
A)
B)
C)
D)
A. Option
B. Option
C. Option
D. Option
Answer: B

A
B
D
C

NEW QUESTION: 4

A company has an in-house application that uses encryption.
What should the administrator check to ensure that the traffic
in the environment is not being accelerated?
A. The Service Class Statistics page
B. The Line Utilization Graph for the statistics for each
traffic type from the QoS Statistics page
C. The Compression Status page
D. The log file for the application
Answer: A
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